To compare the effect of each K + -salt on NTL9 unfolding in GuHSCN, data was obtained at 1M total ionic concentration for each K + -salt (Fig 2) . The data in Here, M 3 is molar concentration of GuHSCN, r 3,M is the r-value on the molar scale, and K 0, M is the value of K o when evaluated in molar scale. This fit is used to compare unfolding in absence ( Fig 1A) and presence of KGlu (Fig 1B) and also to compare between effects of each K + -salt on NTL9 unfolding. All r-values reported and analyzed in the text are on the molal scale (see Eqs. 1 -7).
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Prediction of r-values using α-values and K P values from salt-model compound interaction data 1 α-Values quantifying the interaction of a solute or salt with unit area of a given functional group or surface type are related to microscopic (local-bulk) partition coefficients K P and experimentally accessible r-values by the following equations. Interaction potentials α i are a measure of the free energy of interaction of the salt ions with unit surface area of a particular functional group (i); ν is the number of ions per formula unit of salt (ν = 2 for 1-1 salts; ν = 3 for 2-1 salts); K P, i is the partition coefficient relating the average local concentration of salt ions in the vicinity of a particular functional group i to the bulk salt concentration; b 1 is the amount of water in the local region per unit area of a functional group, deduced to be 0.18 H 2 O/A 2 (i.e. 2 layers of water for various groups and surfaces 1 ); 1+ ϵ ± is the non-ideality of the salt and ∆ASA i is the change in water accessible surface area of that functional group in a process like NTL9 unfolding.
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Neglecting groups that make only small contributions to the ∆ASA of NTL9 unfolding, Eq. S3 is a sum of hydrocarbon and amide contributions.
Here, the subscript H indicates hydrocarbon and A indicates amide surface type.
Determining partition coefficients O,PQRS TUVW
for interaction of salts with the surface of NTL9 exposed in unfolding
The composition of the ∆ASA for unfolding NTL9 is 70% hydrocarbon and 30% amide. The overall K P can be written in terms of contribution from the hydrocarbon (K P, H ) and amide (K P, A ) surfaces for NTL9 unfolding.
Contribution of hydrocarbon (0.7K P, H ) and amide (0.3K P, A ) towards the total r-value (Fig 6) was calculated using literature salt K P values for hydrocarbon and amide surface 1 .
Average K P values for interaction of KGlu with hydrocarbon and amide ∆ASA for unfolding NTL9 were calculated from KGlu K P values for interaction with the aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbon (for NTL9, aliphatic C: aromatic C = 7. The amide K P for all salts except KGlu were obtained from reference 1, where salt -amide data was obtained as an average for different amide O: amide N ASA ratios.
K P values for salts (K P, MX ) are related to individual ion K P values as follows.
Here, ν + and ν -are the total number of cations and anions in the salt, respectively; K P, M + and K P, X -are the partition coefficients for the respective ions.
Estimating binding constant for possible binding of sulfate to NTL9
The effect of binding of sulfate to native NTL9 can be estimated by assuming that r 4 in Eq. 4 is the sum (r 4, total ) of the effects from (i) preferential interaction (PI) of K 2 SO 4 with the ∆ASA for unfolding NTL9 (r 4, PI ) and (ii) the stabilizing effect of sulfate binding to folded NTL9 (r 4, bind ). Eq. S9
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